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Investigation of the two-machine flow shop scheduling problem to
minimize total energy costs with time-dependent energy prices
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Abstract
In this paper, the problem of two-machine flow shop scheduling to minimize total energy costs under
time-of-use tariffs is investigated. As the objective function of this study is not a regular measure,
allowing intentional idle-time can be advantageous. So this study considers two approaches, one for
non-delay version of the problem and the other one for a situation when inserting intentional idle time
is permitted. A mixed integer linear programming is formulated to determine the timing of jobs in order
to minimize total energy costs while idle time insertion is allowed. For the non-delay version of the
problem, a branch-and-bound algorithm is presented. A lower bound and several dominance properties
are used to increase the speed of the branch-and-bound algorithm. Computational experiments are also
given to evaluate the performance of the algorithm. Based on results, the proposed algorithms can
optimally schedule jobs in small size samples but by increasing the number of jobs from 15 and cost
periods from 3, the performance of branch-and-bound has been decreased.
Keywords: Flow shop scheduling; mixed integer programming; branch-and-bound; time-of-use energy
costs; idle time insertion.
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1. Introduction
All the manufacturing units and service providers will need energy to deliver their products
and services. In the recent years, there has been a growing concern over energy consumption
of traditional manufacturing units, and many countries are implementing different policies and
strategies to control energy consumption. Besides using new equipment, production scheduling
can play a key role in reducing the energy consumption. For example, in some countries such
as Iran, time-of-use (TOU) tariffs are implemented in order to shift electricity use from peak
hours to off-peak hours. Under this pricing strategy, costs of using energy are variable based
on time of use.
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TOU tariffs provide an opportunity for electricity users to implement economic load dispatch
(ELD), i.e., reduce electricity costs by cutting power loads during on-peak periods and shifting
loads from on-peak to off-peak periods (Tan et al., 2016). Then by shifting highly energy
consumed jobs to off-peak hours of the day, a manufacturer can play an essential role in saving
energy for other users and at the same time, saving energy costs for itself.
In this paper, we are investigating the problem of two-machine flow shop scheduling to minimize
the total energy costs (TEC) under TOU situation that will be addressed here as TFTT. The single
machine version of this problem has been proved to be NP-hard by Fang et al. (2016).
It is important to note that TEC under TOU tariffs is not a regular measure, i.e. the measures that
are non-decreasing in job completion times. So allowing intentional idle-time can be
advantageous. Kanet and Sridharan (2000) defined an inserted idle time (IIT) schedule as a feasible
schedule in which a machine is kept idle at a time when it could begin processing an operation.
Although IIT may improve non-regular measures in scheduling problems but there are some cases
where idle time cannot be inserted in real life settings. Such cases are generally motivated by the
prohibitively high cost of idling the machines, the technological infeasibility of idling them, or
undesirable effects in certain production environments (see e.g. Józefowska, 2007 and Schaller
and Valente, 2013).
In this paper the TFTT problem will be investigated under two scenarios. First, when an inserted
idle time schedule is permitted, and the second with non-delay scheduling. By non-delay we mean
operations on machines must be carried out without any inserted idle times which never permit a
delay (via inserted idle time) when the machine becomes available and work is waiting. For the
first case a new time-interval based mixed integer mathematical model is presented, while for the
non-delay version of the problem a branch-and-bound algorithm is suggested. So, the main
contribution of this work is two-fold. First, a new continuous-time mixed-integer linear
programming (MILP) model is proposed for the problem. Second, a branch-and-bound algorithm
is developed.
In the next section, a literature review is presented. In this section, we firstly review some most
important energy related scheduling research and in the second part, scheduling research with
concentration on time-dependent-costs, e.g. TOU prices, are introduced. In the third section, the
problem TFTT is introduced and a small example is provided. In the fourth section a mixed integer
linear programming is formulated for solving the problem while inserted idle time is permitted. In
the fifth section, different dominance properties and special cases of the non-delay version of the
problem are studied. In section six, procedure and elements of our suggested branch-and-bound is
introduced which consists an approach for calculating lower bound. In section seven,
computational results are presented. Finally, in section eight, and as conclusion some further
studies are suggested.

2. Literature review
Actually most of the research about energy related scheduling are about machine on/off strategies.
In these problems, by proposing a turn-on and turn-off scheduling framework, overall energy
consumption can be reduced (Mouzon et al, 2007). For example, Mouzon and Yildrim (2008)
analyzed a single machine problem which aims to minimize both the total tardiness and the total
energy consumption. Liu et al. (2014) studied a bi-objective minimization of total weighted
tardiness and total energy consumption in job shops. They considered different energy
consumption rate depending on the jobs and the machines and tried to find the best solutions based
on Pareto front. For solving the problem, they proposed a NSGA-II metaheuristic to gain optimal
Pareto fronts.
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When the on/off control framework is not applicable, an alternative for energy saving can be based
on machine speed scaling. For example, Liu and Huang (2014) examined carbon footprint within
the context of production scheduling. They considered a batch-processing machine scheduling
problem to minimize both the total weighted tardiness and energy related criteria. Che et al. (2015)
investigated a single machine scheduling problem to minimize energy consumption with bounded
maximum tardiness. They assumed that energy consumption is associated with the processing
speed and they proposed two MILP models to make two optimal decisions about job sequencing
and speed choosing.
Zhang and Chiong (2016) proposed a multi-objective genetic algorithm to minimize the total
energy consumption and the total weighted tardiness in job shops while energy consumption is
based on speed scaling framework.
From the energy cost perspective, time-of-use (TOU) electricity prices is getting more attention.
Under this pricing strategy, cost of energy will be different from time to time a nd finding the
optimal decision will be completely different from the situation with static prices.
As one of the first studies in this regard, Wan and Qi (2010) presented the concept of “timeslot”
in scheduling literature and that is when different time frames can have different costs whenever
a job is scheduled on that time frame. Although they did not study the problem of energy cost, but
they mentioned that TOU costs can be seen as a special application for their problem. They studied
complexity of different classic scheduling problem when they are mixed with “timeslot costs” in
order to minimize a combination of the classic objective functions and total slotcost minimization.
They actually proved that for some of the problems such as combination of total flow time and
total slotcost, the problem is NP-hard. Also some other research has been conducted based on the
slotcosts concept (see Zhong and Liu (2012), Chen et al. (2015), Zhao et al. (2015)).
By considering the TOU concept in scheduling, Luo et al. (2013) studied the problem of Flexible
Flow Shop scheduling with time-of-use tariffs to minimize both make span and total energy costs.
In their problem, each machine consumes a specific amount of energy depending on their state and
speed. A bi-objective Ant Colony algorithm is presented to solve the problem in large scale
examples.
Moon et al. (2013) presented a metaheuristic algorithm to minimize two objectives of make span
and total energy costs in the environment of parallel machine scheduling with TOU costs. They
could minimize the energy costs by inserting idle time for machines and at the same time they
were considering the trade-off between make span deterioration and energy costs improvement.
Shrouf et al. (2014) considered a single machine scheduling problem, when machine could stay at
three different states of process, idle and turned-off. Then they proposed a mathematical model
and a metaheuristic algorithm to minimize the total energy costs with TOU costs. Later,
Aghelinejad et al. (2016) proposed an improved version of Shrouf et al. (2014) mathematical
model. They presented two new mathematical models to reduce total energy consumption cost of
a single machine manufacturing system. The problem consists of optimizing simultaneously the
processing of the jobs and utilization of the machine.
Zhang et al. (2014) studied a Flow Shop scheduling problem to find a Pareto front for total energy
costs and total CO2 emissions under TOU costs. They presented a time-indexed integer
programming model and implemented their model on a case study with only one product. Actually
their mathematical model is not flexible enough to schedule a variety of products and it can
perform well for serial production planning of production types with specific number of
throughput. Contrary to their research, we will introduce a new time-interval based mathematical
model and a branch-and-bound algorithm for finding exact scheduling of various jobs. Gong et al.
(2015) studied a single machine total energy costs minimization considering the TOU costs.
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A mixed integer mathematical model is presented while make span is not allowed to exceed the
desired level of decision maker.
Fang et al. (2016) studied the single machine scheduling problem with TOU costs to minimize
total energy costs. In their problem under study, each job has a different resource consumption and
they studied five classes of problems. One of the most important results of their study is proving
that the non-preemptive version of the problem is NP-hard. Later Che et al. (2016) proposed a
mathematical model and a greedy heuristic algorithm to minimize total energy costs for the same
problem, also Ding et al. (2016) studied the same problem but in the parallel machine environment
with two approaches: 1) Presenting a time-interval-based mixed integer linear programming 2)
Using Dantzig-Wolfe technique and column generation algorithm.
Wang et al. (2017) studied a two-machine permutation flow shop scheduling problem to minimize
the total electricity cost of processing jobs under time-of-use electricity tariffs. Two heuristic
algorithms based on Johnson’s rule and dynamic programming method are designed and they
investigated how to find an optimal schedule using dynamic programming when the processing
sequence is fixed.
Most of the studies in this field, investigated the single machine environment while the flow shop
scheduling studies are rare. To best of our knowledge, this study is among the first studies that
consider both approaches when an inserted idle time schedule is permitted, and the one with nondelay scheduling. In the next section, our suggested problem will be defined and formulated.

3. Problem definition
We are studying a two machine flow shop problem with J= (1,2,..., n) that is a given set of twooperation jobs available to be processed at time zero. Each job requires the first operation on
machine 1 and the second operation on machine 2. At any time, each machine can process at most
one job and each job can be processed on at most one machine. Once the processing of a job on a
machine has started, it must be completed without interruption. Also, each job must be processed
in the same order at every machine. Let pj,1 and pj,2 be the processing times of job j on operation 1
and 2 respectively.
On the other hand, the processing of jobs consumes energy resources and incurs corresponding
resource cost, e.g. electricity costs. Let qj,1 and qj,2 be the resource demand for the first and the
second operation of job j, respectively. The resource price varies in time horizon and obeys the
time-of-use tariffs. A set of P consists of K time periods, is used to formulate the time dependent
pricing scheme. Period k, k  P is characterized by its starting time tk , duration ak and resource
price f k . Main aim of the problem is to assign the jobs to the available cost periods with different
resource prices in the time horizon [0, T ] so as to minimize the total resource cost required for
processing them. In fact, when an inserted idle time schedule is permitted, the solution is to
determine the start time and completion time of each operation while in the non-delay version of
the problem a solution is a sequence of operations. As mentioned earlier the single machine version
of this problem has been proven to be strongly NP-hard by Fang et al. (2016).
To clarify the problem of TFTT, let’s consider a small example with six jobs and three cost periods.
Suppose each job has a specific processing time and energy demand on each machine which is
based on table 1. Table 2 gives the TOU tariffs throughout a day. Figure 1 shows one sequence of
jobs and their corresponding energy cost (EC) in non-delay version of the problem.
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Jobs
1
2
3
4
5
6

Table 1. Processing time and energy demand of each job on each machine
Processing time on
Processing time on
Energy demand on
Energy demand on
the first machine
the second machine
the first machine
the second machine
2
3
1
1.5
3
3
2
1.5
1
3
1.5
1.5
5
3
2
2.5
4
4
1
1.5
4
2
1.5
1.5
Table 2. TOU tariffs
Cost Period
1
2
3

Start time
0
10
16

Duration
10
6
8

Energy Price
1
4
2

Figure 1. One sequence of jobs (lower part) and the corresponding energy cost (upper part)

It worth to mention that T is seen as an upper bound for make span of the problem. Because if
there exist some sequences with completion time later than T, they will be infeasible. So T is a
parameter which is defined by decision maker. In this paper T is a number more than C u which is
the upper bound of make span. Kim (1993) developed a procedure to generate a sequence with the
maximum make span, which we show by Cu. Then in our problem it is assumed that T  Cu and
this implies that a feasible schedule always exists.

4. MILP of TFTT with idle time
To develop a mixed integer mathematical model, two types of variables are needed. The first type
will be used to sequence jobs and determine a feasible schedule while the latter will be used to
calculate TEC.
For defining a feasible schedule an approach inspired by Manne (1960) is suggested based on
whether a job occurs before others. Let x j ,i be a binary variable equal to one if job j precedes job
i in the sequence (not necessarily immediately before it), and zero otherwise. Also let s j ,l and c j ,l
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be the start time and completion time of each job j on the lth operation, respectively. Finally,
constant M1 used in the formulation, represents a large positive number. Then constraints (1-6) can
be used for sequencing jobs in two machine flow shop and also determining start time and
completion time of each operation. For more clarification about the model, all the indices and
parameters are defined as the following:
x j ,i :
pj,l :
s j ,l :

a binary variable equal to one if job j precedes job i in the sequence

c j ,l :
M1 :
T:

completion time of each job j on the lth operation

processing times of job j on the lth operation
start time of each job j on the lth operation
a large positive number
an upper bound for make span of the problem, i.e. a fixed number

c j ,1  p j ,1

for j  1,..., n

(1)

c j ,2  c j ,1  p j ,2

for j  1,..., n

(2)

c j ,l  p j ,l  ci ,l  M1 x j ,i

for j  1,..., n  1; i  j  1,..., n; l  1, 2

(3)

ci ,l  pi ,l  c j ,l  M1 (1  x j ,i )

for j  1,..., n  1; i  j  1,..., n; l  1, 2

(4)

s j , l  c j , l  p j ,l

for j  1,..., n; l  1, 2

(5)

c j ,2  T

for j  1,..., n

(6)

Before talking about the second type of variables, it should be noted that an operation might be
processed in more than one cost period because either its processing time is sufficiently greater
than the duration of a period or it is processed across two or more adjacent periods. For this reason,
three cases can be distinguished to calculate energy cost of operations. The first one is when an
operation is completely processed within a cost period. The second case happens when an
operation is processed among two adjacent cost periods. Finally, the third case happens when an
operation is done within more than two cost periods. Figure 2 shows an example with all the
aforementioned cases.

Figure 2. An example for three conditions of operation placements

For calculating energy costs of each job, two types of binary variables are defined as S j ,k ,l a
binary variable is equal to one if job j starts its lth operation at time period k and Fj ,k ,l that is equal
to one when job j completes its lth operation at time period k. Finally y j ,k ,l shows how much time
of each operation lth of job j is processed at time period k. For more clarification about the model,
all the indices and parameters are defined as the following:
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S j , k ,l :

a binary variable equal to one if job j starts its lth operation at time period k

F j , k ,l :

a binary variable equal to one when job j completes its lth operation at time period k

y j , k ,l :
qj,l :
tk :

shows how much time of each operation lth of job j is processed at time period k

ak :

duration of period k

fk :

resource price of period k

M2 :

resource demand of job j on the lth operation
starting time of period k

a large positive number

With the notation given above, the investigated problem can be formulated as the following MILP
model:
n

K

2

Minimize TEC   ( y j ,k ,l )(q j ,l )( f k )
j 1 k 1 l 1

Subject to:
(1-6)

y j ,k ,l  p j ,l  M 2 (2  S j ,k ,l  Fj ,k ,l )

for j  1,..., n;

k  1,..., K ; l  1, 2

(7)

y j ,k ,l  (tk 1  s j ,l )  M 2 (2  S j ,k ,l  Fj ,k 1,l )

for j  1,..., n;

k  1,..., K  1;

(8)

y j ,k ,l  (c j ,l  tk )  M 2 (2  S j ,k 1,l  Fj ,k ,l )

for j  1,..., n;

k  2,..., K ; l  1, 2

(9)

for j  1,..., n;

k  2,..., K  1; l  1, 2

(10)

for j  1,..., n;

k  1,..., K ; l  1, 2

(11)

for j  1,..., n;

k  1,..., K ; l  1, 2

(12)

for j  1,..., n;

l  1, 2

(13)

c j ,l  tk 1  M 2 (1  Fj ,k ,l ); tK 1  T

for j  1,..., n;

k  1,..., K ;

l  1, 2

(14)

c j ,l  tk  M 2 (1  Fj ,k ,l )

for j  1,..., n;

k  1,..., K ;

l  1, 2

(15)

1

for j  1,..., n;

l  1, 2

s j , l , c j ,l  0

for j  1,..., n;

l  1, 2



y j ,k ,l  ak  ( S j ,v ,l   Fj ,v ,l )  1
v  k 1
 v 1

s j ,l  tk 1  M 2 (1  S j ,k ,l ); tK 1  T
k 1

K

s j ,l  tk  M 2 (1  S j ,k ,l )
K

S
k 1

j , k ,l

K

F
k 1

j , k ,l

1

S j ,k ,l , Fj ,k ,l , y j ,k ,l , x j ,i

binary

for i, j  1,..., n;

k  1,..., K ;

l  1, 2

(16)
(17)

l  1, 2

Constraints (7-10) calculate amount of time each operation occupies at different cost periods.
Figure 2 and aforementioned explanation about the three different cases of job-period engagement
can clarify these constraints. Constraints (11-13) deal with assigning binary variable of S j ,k ,l and
similarly constraints (14-16) calculate Fj ,k ,l that shows if an operation is completed in a period.
Finally, to accelerate the speed of solvers, it can be useful to define a value for M1  T  max( p j ,l )
j ,l

and M 2  T .Some studies in the literature use a discrete-time formulation for scheduling problems
under time dependent costs. With discrete-time formulation, the number of binary variables can
be really huge due to the division of time horizon. In this work, a continuous-time formulation is
proposed.
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The proposed MILP can find optimum solutions for small size instances while for solving large
size instances, heuristic algorithms can be useful.

5. Dominance properties of non-delay TFTT
In this section, some lemmas, which are the basis of the proposed branch-and-bound (B&B)
algorithm, are presented and special cases are investigated for the non-delay version of the
problem. By non-delay we mean operations on machines must be carried out without any inserted
idle times which never permit a delay (via inserted idle time) when the machine becomes available
and work is waiting. As a result the solution space of the problem will be finite and there will be
n ! different combinatorial solutions to be searched.
By finding dominance rules, some sequences can be pruned without checking lower bounds if they
are dominated by others and as a result they can be excluded from consideration to accelerate the
search procedure of our proposed B&B.
We employ the method of pairwise interchange of two adjacent jobs i and j. Let S be the current
schedule while S’ be identical with S except that the jobs i and j are interchanged. Also let h be the
job immediately following {i, j} either before or after pairwise interchange.
On the other hand, because of the property of flow-shop scheduling, by interchanging two adjacent
jobs, the next jobs after {i, j} in the sequence might shift forward or backward in the sequence
results in changing objective function. So before investigating the dominance rules, it is important
to understand the conditions in which interchanging {i, j} does not affect any shift for the
operations of job h.
Let ECi ( S ) and EC j ( S ) be the energy cost values for jobs i and j, respectively in the schedule S.
Also let TEC(S) and TEC(S’) represent total energy costs for the schedules S and S’. By inspiring
the formulation of Sen et al. (1989), let I i and I j denote idle times in S occurring on the second
machine immediately prior to processing of jobs i and j. Similarly, let I 'i and I ' j denote idle times
in S’.
If Ci ( S ) denotes the completion time of job i in the schedule S, then:
i

i

i 1

i 1

b 1

b 1

b 1

b 1

Ci ( S )   pb,2   Ib   pb,2   I b  pi ,2  I i

(18)

For ease of further calculations, letting N:
i 1

i 1

i 1

b 1

b 1

b 1

N   pb,1   pb,2   I b

(19)

It can be concluded:

Ii  max{0, N  pi ,1}

(20)

I j  max{0, N  pi ,1  p j ,1  pi ,2  Ii }

(21)

I ' j  max{0, N  p j ,1}

(22)

I 'i  max{0, N  pi ,1  p j ,1  p j ,2  I ' j }

(23)
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The only condition in which the position of job h remains unchanged in both schedules of S and
S’, is when (see figure 3):

Ii  I j  I 'i  I ' j

(24)

Figure 3. Sequence S (left) and sequence S’ (right)

Then the following equations can be presented:

Ii  I j  Ii  max{0, N  pi ,1  p j ,1  pi ,2  Ii }  max{Ii , N  pi ,1  p j ,1  pi ,2 }
 max{0, N  pi ,1 , N  pi ,1  p j ,1  pi ,2 }

(25)

Similarly, I 'i  I ' j  max{0, N  p j ,1 , N  pi ,1  p j ,1  p j ,2 }
Eight cases can be considered if Ii  I j  I 'i  I ' j . These cases are:
(a) pi ,2  p j ,1 , p j ,2  pi ,1 , pi ,1  p j ,1

(26)

(b) pi ,2  p j ,1 , p j ,2  pi ,1 , pi ,2  p j ,2

(27)

(c) pi ,2  p j ,1 , p j ,2  pi ,1 , p j ,1  p j ,2

(28)

(d) pi ,2  p j ,1 , p j ,2  pi ,1 , pi ,1  pi ,2

(29)

(e) pi ,2  p j ,1 , p j ,2  pi ,1 , pi ,1  N  0, p j ,1  N  0

(30)

(f) pi ,2  p j ,1 , p j ,2  pi ,1 , pi ,1  p j ,1  pi ,2  N  0, pi ,1  p j ,1  p j ,2  N  0

(31)

(g) pi ,2  p j ,1 , p j ,2  pi ,1 , pi ,1  N  0, pi ,1  p j ,1  p j ,2  N  0

(32)

(h) pi ,2  p j ,1 , p j ,2  pi ,1 , p j ,1  N  0, pi ,1  p j ,1  pi ,2  N  0

(33)

Therefore, Ii  I j  I 'i  I ' j will hold if at least one of the (26)-(33) is true. Then we will be sure
that by interchanging {i, j} , the next jobs will not change. Also it is trivial to understand by
interchanging {i, j} , the completion time of the previous jobs will not change too. As a result for
comparing TEC (S ) and TEC ( S ') , it is enough if we only compare ECi ( S )  EC j ( S ) with

ECi (S ')  EC j (S ') .
As described before, for any operation, it might be processed in one cost period or in more than
one period. Then it is important to consider two scenarios for two adjacent jobs {i, j} .
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In the first scenario, all operations of the jobs i and j will be processed within one cost period. In
the latter scenario, at least some operations will be processed across two adjacent cost periods.
Lemma 1. Under condition (24), if a pair of adjacent jobs {i, j} are processed completely in one
cost period, it means there exist one cost period k  P | tk  ci ,1  pi ,1 , c j ,2  tk 1 , then

TEC (S )  TEC (S ') .
Proof. Under condition (24), for comparing TEC (S ) and TEC ( S ') , it is enough if we only compare
ECi (S )  EC j (S ) with ECi (S ')  EC j (S ') . As the processing time and resource demand of jobs are
not dependent on their position, then if {i, j} are processed completely in one cost period, the
resource cost will remain unchanged during processing. As a result TEC (S )  TEC (S ') .
Lemma 2. Under condition (24), if for a pair of adjacent jobs {i, j} , at least some operations will
be processed across two adjacent cost periods, i.e. there exist one cost period
k  P | tk  ci ,1  pi ,1 , c j ,2  tk 1 , c j ,2  tk 2 , then TEC (S )  TEC (S ') if qi ,1  q j ,1 , qi ,2  q j,2 and

f k 1  f k .
Proof. As the energy demand of both operations of job i are more than the energy demand of both
operations of job j, then by processing high consuming operations in the less expensive cost period,
total energy cost will be less, then TEC (S )  TEC (S ') .
Lemma 3. Under condition (24), if for a pair of adjacent jobs {i, j} , at least some operations will
be processed across two adjacent cost periods, then TEC (S )  TEC (S ') if and only if
ECi (S )  EC j (S )  ECi (S ')  EC j (S ') .
Proof. Under condition (24), for comparing TEC (S ) and TEC ( S ') , it is enough if we only compare
ECi (S )  EC j (S ) with ECi (S ')  EC j (S ') .
Lemma 4. If for a pair of adjacent jobs {i, j} , they both are needed to process in the last cost period,
it means tK  ci ,1  pi ,1 , then TEC (S )  TEC (S ') . It means interchanging jobs which are placed at
the last cost period, does not change total resource cost, even if condition (24) does not hold.
Proof. At the last cost period, even if by interchanging jobs {i, j} the next jobs move forward or
backward, they will not effect on total energy cost because they will be again in a same cost period.
Lemma 5. Based on Fang et al. (2016), on single machine, if cost periods are sorted in nondecreasing order of resource costs, it means f1  f 2  ...  f K , then the sequence which is sorted
by non-increasing order of resource demand, i.e. Highest Resource Demand (HRD Rule), have the
least total energy cost on the machine.

6. Branch and Bound procedure
Calculating Lower bound
In this subsection, a lower bound is established to accelerate the search process of the branch-andbound algorithm. Let S (t )  ( , c ) denote a sequence in which  contains a set of scheduled jobs
and  c considers the remaining unscheduled jobs at time t. For each scheduled job j   , energy
cost can be easily calculated by considering processing time and energy demand of operations and
energy price of the periods which job j is processed in them.
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For calculating lower bound of unscheduled jobs, the basic idea is to generate two new time
horizons one for each machine.
By sorting new time horizons in non-decreasing order of their resource price, we can make the
prerequisite conditions of lemma 5. Then for each machine, operations will be sorted according to
HRD rule and their corresponding energy costs will be calculated. Let tt1(t )   p j ,1 and
j

tt2

(t )

 max[c j ,2 ] . Also let k

(t )
1

j

and k

(t )
2

to be the first k  P that tk ( t )  tt
1

(t )
1

and tk ( t )  tt2(t ) ,
2

respectively. These are the first cost periods after scheduled jobs on the first and second machine.
Now two new cost periods of k1new and k2 new will be defined with a start times of tk new  tt1(t ) and
1

tk new  tt2 , resource cost of f k new  f ( k ( t ) 1) and f k new  f ( k ( t ) 1) .
(t )

1

2

1

2

2

According to Lemma 5, if we assume cost periods in increasing form of their energy price (i.e. fk),
a sequence with HRD rule is optimal. So for computing lower bound of remaining unscheduled
jobs on each machine, two new time horizons are defined as [k  P tk  tt1(t ) , k1new ] and
[k  P tk  tt2(t ) , k2new ] for the first and second machine respectively. Finally, cost periods are

sorted in non-decreasing order of cost periods’ resource price.
Then the energy cost (EC) of each job on each machine in the new time horizon ( EC new
j ,l ) will be
calculated according to HRD rule. This will be the least possible resource cost for unscheduled
operations, and can be seen as a lower bound.
Thus, the final lower bound on the total resource costs of sequence S (t ) based on  scheduled jobs
is:
new
LB(S (t ) )   EC j   EC new
j ,1   EC j ,2
j

j c

(34)

j c

Figure 4 shows how new cost periods for machine one and two can be created. These new cost
periods are made based on an existing partial sequence of 1-2-3 for the aforementioned example,
i.e. the one with six jobs and three cost periods.

Figure 4. Existing partial sequence (up) and new cost periods for jobs on machine one (down-left) and new
cost periods for jobs on machine two (down-right) for calculating lower bounds
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Branch and Bound steps
This section describes the B&B algorithm suggested in this study. In the B&B algorithm, a node
represents a partial schedule that is to be placed at the front part of a complete schedule. In fact,
jobs are sequenced from front to back, i.e., the one that is in the first position of an optimal schedule
is first determined, then the one immediately after it, and so on so the contribution of the scheduled
jobs to the overall total resource cost will be known exactly.
Each node in the B&B tree corresponds to a partial schedule, and a lower bound is computed for
each node. The B&B algorithm also uses the dominance properties given in Lemma (1 -5), and
nodes will be fathomed by partial schedules that are dominated by other partial schedule(s)
(corresponding to other nodes) as follows:
For each node generated in the B&B algorithm, we check whether the last two jobs of partial
sequence are within the last cost period or not. If they are placed in the last cost period, we just
add other remaining jobs to the sequence in an arbitrary order, and calculate total energy cost. In
fact, we will treat to that node similar to a leaf node.
If such node does not exist, we will check whether one of the conditions (26-33) is satisfied. If the
condition is satisfied, we will check if conditions of lemma 1 is satisfied, then to break ties, the
node will be fathomed if the processing time of the new added job on the first machine is more
than the processing time of the previous job on the first machine.
If conditions of lemma 2 is satisfied, then we will fathom the node if qi ,1  q j ,1 , qi ,2  q j,2 and

f k 1  f k while indices of j and i correspond to the new added job and the previous job,
respectively.
Finally if conditions of lemma 3 is satisfied, we will calculate ECi  EC j then we will interchange
jobs i and j and again calculate EC 'i  EC ' j while indices of j and i correspond to the new added
job and the previous job, respectively. The node will be fathomed if ECi  EC j  EC 'i  EC ' j .
To select a node from which to generate branches, the depth-first rule is employed in the algorithm.
In other words, a node with the most jobs in the corresponding partial schedule is selected for
branching. The branch systematically is worked down until it is either eliminated by virtue of
dominance properties, the lower bound or reaches a leaf node. Figure 5 shows overall structure of
branching for the aforementioned example.
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Figure 5. An overall structure of branching for the example with six jobs

The initial incumbent sequence will be generated by a greedy heuristic algorithm which assigns
jobs to cost periods with the lowest cost. It will be replaced whenever a new better solution is
found in the procedure of B&B.

7. Computational experiments
A computational experiment is conducted to test the effectiveness of the proposed B&B algorithm.
The experiment is conducted over various problem sizes of n and K. The processing times and
resource demands of jobs are generated randomly from discrete uniform distribution with a range
of one to ten and with a range of one to five, respectively. Then based on the procedure suggested
by Kim (1993), the maximum make span is calculated and put as the value for T. Then the time
horizon is split into K time periods with same duration. Energy price of each period is generated
from discrete uniform distribution with a range of one to five. For testing performance of MILP
model, different problem size as a combination of job numbers for two cost period numbers of 3
and 5, are considered. Ten replications are produced for each combination of n and K results in a
total of 120 problems to be tested on CPLEX solver and run on a PC 2.4 GHz CPU with 4 GB
RAM. The computational results on the average and maximum CPU time are shown in table 3. A
problem is considered not solved if CPLEX takes more than 3,600 seconds of CPU time.
Table 3. Results of MILP for different problem sizes
Job Numbers
5
6
7
8
9
10

Cost Period Numbers

Average CPU Time [Sec]

Max CPU Time [Sec]

3
5
3
5
3
5
3
5
3
5
3
5

0.70
5.28
2.51
36.86
10.34
278.65
35.36
Not Solved
76.75
Not Solved
1,322.00
Not Solved

1.22
10.84
4.20
81.60
20.50
484.00
60.00
Not Solved
100.00
Not Solved
2,800.00
Not Solved
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For testing performance of B&B algorithm, different problem size as a combination of job
numbers and cost period numbers are considered. Ten replications are produced for each
combination of n and K and as a result, a total of 180 problems are tested. The algorithms are
coded in MATLAB 2012a and run on a PC 2.4 GHz CPU with 4 GB RAM. The computational
results on the number of problems solved, the average CPU times and the average number of nodes
processed are shown in table 4. Also average percentage of total processed nodes to total complete
nodes, i.e. number of nodes in search without fathoming, average percentage of fathomed nodes
to total processed nodes and average percentage of nodes fathomed by dominance rules are
presented in table 4. A reasonable time for solving a problem is set at 3,600 seconds. A problem
is considered not solved if an algorithm takes more than 3,600 seconds of CPU time.
Table 4. Results of B&B algorithm for different problem sizes
Job
Numbers

5

7

10

12

14

15

Cost
Period
Numbers

Number
Solved

3
5
8
3
5
8
3
5
8
3
5
8
3
5
8
3
5
8

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
8
4
1
5
2
0
7
4
1

Average
CPU
Time

Average
Total
Nodes

0.049
0.092
0.154
1.358
1.211
4.063
129.0
662.4
475.6
434.2
197.0
231.1
70.4
172.6

104
164
201
2,728
1,682
4,120
205,180
720,300
345,832
703,378
190,170
129,122
95,135
171,264

Total Nodes
to Complete
Nodes
50.0%
80.0%
95.0%
31.5%
19.4%
47.6%
3.3%
11.6%
5.6%
0.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

690.1
530.6
427.4

959,185
444,287
236,172

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Average Percentage of
Fathomed
Fathomed by
Nodes to Total
Domination
Nodes
Rules
67.0%
9.7%
53.3%
4.7%
52.0%
0.0%
69.0%
21.3%
70.0%
8.2%
61.5%
0.4%
83.8%
26.6%
73.0%
17.2%
74.6%
2.7%
87.0%
33.9%
87.7%
17.8%
85.6%
0.4%
94.3%
20.4%
90.0%
28.7%
91.4%
85.7%
85.2%

35.6%
21.9%
15.0%

8. Conclusion
This paper addresses two-machine flow shop scheduling problem where cost of energy use
depends on time intervals at which operations are processed. The objective is to minimize the total
energy cost of producing all jobs. The problem is reduced to a mixed integer linear programming
(MILP). Two types of the schedule are considered: (a) the inserted idle time between operations
is permitted; (b) the operation on machine must start without delay as soon as the machine and the
operation are available. For the type (a), a new time-interval based mixed integer mathematical
model is presented, while for type (b) a branch-and-bound algorithm has been suggested. An
efficient mechanism to calculate lower bound based on given partial sequence of jobs and several
dominance properties have been suggested to accelerate the search procedure of the algorithm.
Based on results, the proposed algorithms can optimally schedule jobs in small size samples but
by increasing the number of jobs from 15 and cost periods from 3, the performance of branch-andbound has been decreased.
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The time interval based integer programming adopted here guarantees the global optimum but is
time consuming. It is worthwhile to investigate heuristic algorithms which can identify close-tooptimal solutions with much shorter computational times. Also efforts are needed to advance the
problem formulation to study other objective functions beside total energy costs and consider a
multi objective approach for solving the problem.
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